
By House Cleaning Expert Cindy Inman, aka #AskCindyHow

DO… Interview In Your Home 

Will there be a working team lead present in a
supervisory role?
If there are any concerns, how are they managed?
How many cleaners are on the team?

WHY? It’s best to compare and contrast three different
home cleaning companies' how-tos, implementation
strategies, costs, and projected cleaning outcomes all
matter. For example, you will want to understand
customizable details; do they clean ceiling fans,
change bed sheets, or vacuum pet hair off the couch? 

Be sure to invite each company over to tour your
home, and be sure to ask the following questions: 

How do the cleaners handle rest/eating breaks?



WHY? It’s essential to ensure you avoid cross-
contamination with other homes' germs. This is
helpful if you are concerned about
environmentally safe products being used or if
you have family members with allergies. Having
them use a vacuum or cleaning cloths used at
other locations could carry over pet dander or
other residues you do not want in your home
environment. Also, let the cleaners know where to
place used/dirty towels, cleaning supplies, and
equipment. Choosing a central location like the
laundry room or a designated corner/area works
nicely.

DO… Check Local References 

WHY? Whether they have been cleaning their entire
career or just getting started, you should check
references. Providing local references adds credibility
to stated service delivery declarations. FYI: Industry
newbies, aka startups, are sometimes a great choice
because they are willing to take that extra step and
know that your satisfaction can help them build their
credibility & the business. Importantly, you’ll want to
check service references for sure.

DO… Make Your Supplies 
Readily Available

DO… Discuss Cost and 
Payment Options

WHY? It’s essential to get this big question out
of the way. Ask how payment is handled after
the services are complete. You will want to
know if they are insured. Accidents do happen,
even the experts can make a mistake. Ask
about their cancellation policy. You will want to
know if you ever need to cancel or reschedule.



DO… Be Present for the First 
Cleaning

WHY? You can connect with the team lead and
ensure all involved are fully aware of the
established cleaning tasks, and the location of
cleaning supplies, and inquire about their
break/lunch times, if any, with you. Offer a
designated area for break times. Show them
where you keep your cleaning supplies and where
they can place cleaning items after concluding the
work day.

DO… Pay & Add a Tip for a Job 
Well Done - It Matters!

WHY? Once everything has been completed &
checked off to your satisfaction, the payment
transaction is the next step. Tipping for a well-
done job is always appreciated and lets them
know their work was appreciated. Plus, they will
want to come back again! Returning team
members become more efficient as they become
familiar with your tasks in your home. ”Customized
Happiness!”
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DO… Select the Company & Set a 
Date & Time for Service in Writing

Give direction to save time and money.
Be available to answer questions and check
off each room upon completion. If any items
need to be addressed, it is best to discuss
your concern timely for a satisfactory redress.

WHY? Once you’ve established when the
cleaning will take place, ensure you’re home for
the first visit for the following reasons:
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